How to Transform Your Boring Conference Room into
an Energetic Space in Just Four Steps?
“Another meeting? Uh! This is the third since morning”- Did you feel this way any
time in office? May be the meetings are really boring but the ambiance makes it
even more boring. But when important meetings happen in such dull and lifeless
rooms and when no one seems interested, it becomes difficult for the convener to
conduct the meeting in a happy note. So, how to make the ambiance happening
and scintillating? Here are four simple steps that can transform a boring
conference room into an energetic office space:
Color the room
What are the ways to create a live atmosphere? Colors. Yes. The conference room
can be painted in vibrant colors with some nice themes where in employees feel
better and rejoicing. Also when there are dedicated conference rooms for every
team, these rooms could be decorated with the trophies and awards that team
has won together. Such artifacts can increase the motivation in people.
Magnetize the wall
Ever heard of magnetic paint? These are special paints that magnetize the
surface. Particles like iron and magnetite increase the magnetic effect on the wall
which makes it easy for photo frames, awards etc to stick on the wall. More coats
of paints are applied to increase the magnetic effect so that much more
interesting items can stick on the wall. They are available in magnetic color and
they create a lively atmosphere.
Add accessories

Why should a conference room have just a projector and screen? You can
accessorize the room with a book shelf, a news paper stand and even a small
couch where one can relax himself or herself until the meeting starts. Also to
make the room look pleasing, adding motivational wall papers or interesting
information about the organization, its growth history in pictorial form etc can be
a splendid idea to pep up the atmosphere.
Get some mild music
Many conferences might take a little longer to begin so that all attendees can seat
themselves comfortable. In the meantime some may tend into surfing their smart
phones while some decide to take a power nap as the place is chaotic. To
overcome this hurdle, there could be soft and mild music which could be played at
the background. This will create an aesthetic atmosphere where in people can
actually enliven their cheerful mood.
Also these techniques might make the employees feel happy and joyous, which
will increase their alertness quotient. The mere thought that company is working
hard to make them feel better and ignited makes the employees shun their
boredom and participate in meetings, group discussions, teleconferences etc with
an open mind and eagerness which is always a welcome change!

